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Table 2. Effect of the Coulomb distortion on the total reaction cross-section of 16O ions scattered on different
nuclei at 1503 MeV (in mb).
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ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION OF THE COOL-DOWN PROCEDURE
IN THE WWER-440/213 REACTOR VESSEL HEAD UNDER NATURAL CIRCULATION
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Within the WWER-440 reactor safety research
activities, extensive experimental and analytical
investigations have been performed focusing on
natural circulation as an important mechanism for
heat removal in nuclear reactor under both normal
operation and accident or emergency conditions.
The authors, however, have not met in open
publications problems related to cool-down
procedure of the WWER-440/213 reactor pressure
vessel head under natural circulation. The procedure
has been simulated by analyses and, what is
important, by large-scale experiments in German
PKL test facility [1], but the results for PWR
geometry with a defined head by-pass are not
directly applicable to WWER-440.

This study was motivated by an interest of
Mochovce Nuclear Power Plant (EMO) in
justification of a suitable Emergency Operation
Procedure (EOP) to cool-down the reactor under
natural circulation to cold zero power (2 MPa,
140°C) for the cases without and with creation of
a steam bubble in the reactor vessel head.

The analyses presented in Ref. [3] have been
performed with the RELAP5/MOD3 code
according to the specification supplied by EMO [2].
Initiating event for natural circulation is operator

actions to trip the main circulating pumps (MCPs)
as required by procedures. In the calculations loss-
of off-side power has not been assumed. The major
part of the analyses was devoted to investigate the
effectiveness of the proposed measures to reduce
a steam bubble in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
head including repressuring the primary system,
opening RPV head venting line and restarting main
circulating pumps.

The input deck used for performing of presented
analysis originates from an "international" input
deck of Bohunice NPP prepared under IAEA TC
Project RER/9/004 "Evaluation of Safety Aspects of
WWER-440/213 NPP". Several modifications have
been introduced according to the specification of
Mochovce NPP and with respect to the new
transient types that were analyzed.

Concluding the calculation results for the
scenario without creation of a steam bubble under
RPV head which was specified in [2], it can be
stated that the operator would run into problems
related to the actuation of the emergency signal and
formation of a bubble after reaching saturation
temperature point (Fig.l). These seem mainly to be
due to the fast pressure decrease to the head volume
saturation conditions in one big and uninterrupted
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the saturation pressure of the head volume
decreases under observance of the 70 K criterion.
Derived in Ref. [3] the non-specified cool-down
procedure (Fig. 2) with a target cold condition in
about 24 h seems to be successful. It needs,
however, further development.

The analyses of the scenario with bubble
creation under RPV head have shown that the
bubble, if once created, is resistant to fast re-
increase in pressure. Restart of the MCPs as a mean
to liquidate the bubble is not recommended because
we have to do with rather slow process instead of
rapid coolant mixing and subsequent bubble
condensation under RPV head. Due to the initial

compression of the bubble through pump start
colder hot leg water is rising into the head volume
and condensing there a part of the bubble.
Condensation heat and, accordingly, creation of a
warmer water surface layer stop this process. Due to
this layer, afterwards the residual bubble is
liquidated slower. Although the calculations were
extended to 2 hours, the steam was not fully
condensed. The result is consistent with the
PWR/PKL experiments [4]. The other procedure
with the emergency venting line is effective, but to
avoid the actuation of the pressurizer level limit
signal it is recommended filling the pressurizer
before opening the venting valve.
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Fig. 1. Pressure versus hot leg temperature.
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Non-specified cool-down approach
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Fig. 2. Pressure versus hot leg temperature.
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THE STUDY OF FLOW RESISTANCE IN NUCLEAR REACTOR MARIA
UNDER COOLANT BOILING CONDITIONS

Piotr Czerski
Institute of Atomic Energy

The study [1] describes an analysis of experiments
carried out in the WIW-300 installation located in
the Institute of Atomic Energy ((Ewierk, Poland).
The hydrodynamic phenomena investigated in flow
boiling conditions were possible to obtain only
during a hypothetical accident in nuclear reactor, so
the results obtained in this experimental work are
important for safety reasons.

The installation WIW-300 and test section was
placed in the special building, different than the
building of reactor. The flow, simulated in the
annular gap of test section, was similar to the flow
in the MARIA reactor fuel channel.

Conclusions from the analysis were related with
the physical nature of the investigated
hydrodynamic phenomena as well as to the practical
aspects of the research. The analysis shows that
hydrodynamic phenomena studies are of basic
significance for the prediction of burnout effects
and that heat exchange is very often determined by
local phenomena. Thus, there is a correlation
between the way in which steam bubbles form
other structures and the beginning of burnout
phenomenon. The mixture of liquid and steam is not
homogenous, because the thermodynamic and
physical properties are different in the whole mass
of investigated fluid. In the whole mass of fluid
may be present at the same time subcooled water as


